
Safe - Productive - Efficient

Mobile Pallet Load Inverters

The battery operated & electronically controlled, Argo & Aries, mobile stack turners are
the ideal safe and reliable solution for pallet inverting and stack turning, with one single
device. They are versatile machines that combine the dynamism of fork lift trucks with
the versatility of the most modern pallet inverters. All units have “Curtis” traction
control for a delicate handling of materials.
In the printing industry, the 1000kg capacity Argo & the Aries 1600kg capacity, are
designed to handle large loads invert pallets in less than a minute without compressing
them, allowing maximum continuity in any production process. They turn stacks of
paper without exerting pressure, gently handling freshly printed sheets & delivering
them directly to printing machines. They can also be used in other industries. The Argo
is also available with an optional Air Jogger that is the perfect partner in the printing
equipment as it efficiently jogs paper stacks and reduces static electricity in paper
sheet stacks & levels the sides of packs.

Mobile Pallet Load Inverters

Argo M10A with 700mm forks for single
faced pallets/skids

When the Argo M10A is fully tilted back the
load is then rotated 180 degrees & lowered.
The top exchange pallet is now at the
bottom of the load

Before the Argo M10A is lifted the exchange
pallet is placed on top of the load

Aries M16A retrieving stock

The Pharma has enclosures to contain loose
items

Argo M10AS straddle version for double
faced pallets

The 1000kg capacity Pharma machine is
specific for the pharmaceutical, food &
other industries for moving boxes, drums,
sacks & loose items. The machine has 3
security mobile grills and has two laterals
to avoid falling when moving material, one
is fixed in 2 forks, and covered with a soft
material for fragile material.

All versions are available for use with
either single faced skids (pallets) like
those used in the printing industry, or
wide straddle versions for use with double
faced CHEP or LOSCAM type pallets as
shown here.

Code M10A Argo M16A Aries M10P Pharma
Capacity 1000kg 1600kg 1000kg
Fork length 700mm 1200mm 1200mm
Fork width 180mm 210mm 180mm
Fork outside dimensions 560mm 700mm 520mm
Height from the ground 85mm 85mm 80mm
Battery 24v 130ah 360ah 130ah
Battery charger 240v 30amp 60amp 60amp

Codes for the straddle version are suffix “S” i.e. M10AS




